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Abstract
Degradation of wood, being a natural process, leads to destruction of wooden objects of historic and cultural value, resulting
in loss of cultural heritage. Wood can survive centuries or even
thousands of years, if kept in an environment, which limits
microbial activity. In an unfavourable environment physical,
chemical and morphological modifications of wood also take
place as a result of biodegradation. It is important to know the
type of degradation and how the processes influence material
properties if wooden items are to be properly preserved.
The objective of this study is to present new knowledge on noninvasive techniques useful to assess the preservation status of
lime wood in art objects. The methods of investigation were
optical and electronic microscopy, wide angle X-ray scattering
(WAXS), and FT-IR spectroscopy.
Following a deconvolution process of the diffraction patterns,
crystalline index, apparent lateral crystallite size, proportion of
crystallite interior chains, orientation index, mesomorphism,
cellulose fraction have been determined and shown to change
with increasing age of painting supports. Structural modifications were assessed by FT-IR spectrometry and 2D correlation
FT-IR spectroscopy, while morphological modification were
characterised using SEM. The principal hetero-elements of the
lime wood samples were detected by EDX. It can be concluded
that only a multi-analytical approach can provide the information needed on wood degradation processes.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the history, many art objects have experienced changing
fortunes: periods of splendour and recognition associated with careful handling, as well as disasters such as wars, fires and floods, followed by periods of inadequate storage. Wooden cultural heritage
can be further degraded by micro-organisms, if moisture, oxygen
and other environmental factors are favourable for microbial growth. 1
Additionally, there are a number of environmental (non-biological)
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Sample Description and origin

Preservation status

Tree age (year)

Sample age (year)

A

Lime-tree panel – non-degraded

Excellent

70

~6

B

Lime wood support of iconostasis,
“St. Imp. Constantin and Elena”
church from Iasi (~1900)

Unstable (active
biological attack)

85

~100

C

Putna Monastery
Lime wood iconostasis (~1730),
undergone a conservation treatment

Unstable (biological
attack stopped)

72

~270

Table 1. Provenance, qualitative observation on the preservation status, and dendrological characteristics of the lime wood samples used in the study. Collected in collaboration with the Academy of Fine
Art and Fine Art Museum of Iasi.

parameters that contribute significantly to the
degradation of wood, including humidity, temperature, solar irradiation, atmospheric ozone, and
pollution. 2
Wooden objects exposed to humid conditions
(temporarily or permanently) are subject to microbial deterioration. 3 Both heterotrophic and
autotrophic microorganisms participate in these
processes. The composition of the microbiota that
develop on a historic object is largely determined
by the availability of moisture. The changes
caused by microorganisms are associated with
enzymatic degradation or excretion of various
metabolic products. The main causes of these
effects are Actinomycetes and microscopic fungi,
while Eubacteria and wood-rot fungi present a
particular hazard to wooden objects.
While brown-rot fungi selectively decompose
structural carbohydrates, lignin degradation is
limited, which is why this component gradually
becomes more and more prominent in brown-rotted wood. White-rot fungi decompose all structural cell wall constituents, although the rate at
which they do this differs. Selective (or preferential) white-rots decompose hemicellulose and
lignin first, resulting in defibrillation through dissolution of the middle lamella. In contrast, nonselective (or simultaneous) white-rots remove
lignin and structural carbohydrates at a similar
rate, resulting in homogeneous cell wall decay.
Our previous studies 4,5 were focussed on
changes in chemical composition. The preservation status and dendrochronological characteristics were shown to correlate with variations in
elemental composition (C, H, O, N) of ash, and
with the pH and moisture content of the sample.
In order to characterise the degradation processes, physical, structural and chemical changes
occurring under the influence of the environment
have been correlated with thermogravimetric
data. It has been established that thermal characteristics of the process of elimination of adsorbed
water depend on sample age and on the applied
conservation treatments.
The objective of the present study is to investi-
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gate non-invasive
methods to be used
for assessing the age
and preservation status of lime wood (softwood) supports from
art works (paintings,
decorations, ornaments, etc.) as a part
of a larger study on
the ageing of softwood-based cultural
heritage.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
In comparison to other soft woods, wood of lime
trees (Tillia cordata P. Mill.) found widespread
use in panel painting and polychrome sculpture
techniques. In our study, we used soft lime wood
from supports of old paintings (icons and iconostasis), which was 100–300 years old. A new sample of non-degraded wood was taken as reference. However, it has to be stressed that the
preservation status of a sample is not a consequence of aging as such, but of biological attack.
Conversely, sample age may not correlate with
the preservation status.
Both the reference and the old samples were first
dendrochronologically characterised, the results
are presented in Table 1.

2.2 Methods
Characterisation and analysis of artworks should
preferably be done using non-invasive, nondestructive methods. In some cases, micro-samples (a few milligrams) are allowed to be taken,
however, using these samples, separation of the
main components of wood and their subsequent
characterization is not possible. As the investigation is thus limited to the sample as a whole, the
interpretation of experimental data is difficult.
The diffraction experiments yield information on
the nanometre level, while scanning procedures
provide resolution, which is defined by the X-ray
beam diameter, usually in the micrometer range.
Structures to about a micrometer in size are
accessible to light microscopy, higher resolution
can be achieved using other methods, such as
scanning-electron microscopy. Electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction are ideal tools
for characterisation of fibre orientation (texture)
and the size and arrangement of the components
in the nanocomposites.
Electron microscopy (SEM) has the disadvantage
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of requiring a pre-treatment of the sample, which
is absent in the WAXS scattering technique.
Obtaining good statistics for fibril diameter is
another difficulty associated with SEM, because a
high number of pictures have to be evaluated
quantitatively. On the other hand, scattering
methods provide averages over the structures
inside a macroscopic sample volume, e.g. a cubic
millimetre. The main drawback of WAXS is that it
is an indirect method and that one has to rely on
models to evaluate the data. Moreover, the width
of Bragg peaks in X-ray scattering depends not
only on the size of the crystalline regions but also
on how perfect they are, which has to be considered carefully when interpreting WAXS results.
Lime wood slices were cut along the longitudinal
direction of the stem. Since scattering measurements do not require any chemical and physical
treatment, the wood samples were investigated in
their natural state. For WAXS and SEM investigations, air dried samples with a water content
determined by TG/DTG measurements of 8.3% 8.7%.
2.2.1 Microscopy

scattering slit width: 0.60 mm; monochromator
receiving slit width: 0.80 mm. All the measurements were conducted in diffraction mode in air
atmosphere (pressure).
2.2.4 FTIR spectrometry
Transmittance FT-IR spectra were measured
using the KBr pellet technique. The samples were
removed from wood surfaces and mixed with KBr
(for IR spectroscopy, Merck), content of sample
1.2% (w/w). Dust samples were sieved and fractions with the diameter less than 0.2 mm were
retained for analysis. The spectra represent averages of five.
Bomem MB-104 spectrometer with a resolution of
4 cm-1 and 100 scans were taken per sample.
Processing of the spectra and baseline correction
was done by means of Grams/32 program
(Galactic Industry Corp.). Peak height and area
values for lignin associated bands were determined against carbohydrate reference peaks to
provide relative changes in the composition of the
structural components.
2.2.5 2D correlation IR spectroscopy

IOR MC1 optical microscope at room temperature
has been used at magnification x360.
Longitudinal and cross sections were examined.
2.2.2 SEM-EDX analysis
The lime wood samples were analysed with a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, JEOL, JMS6300) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
analyser (EDX-4, Phillips). The acceleration voltage was 20 kV and the current of electron beam
300 mA. Samples were coated with carbon.
2.2.3 X-ray diffraction
Wide angle region WAXS for scattering angle of
2 θ > 2 o was used to determine dimensions of the
unit cell and distances in real space <10 Å and
crystallographic aspects such as lattice spacing,
average crystallite size, degree of crystallinity
and preferred crystallographic orientation.
Small pieces of thickness less than 1 mm were
used, arranged in parallel with the fibre axis. The
X-ray diffractograms were recorded on XRD
equipment Rigaku 2050/32 by Rigaku Co. Japan.
This device was used to determine the crystallinity of cellulose. The samples were arranged longitudinally to the direction of stem. The measurements were carried out in point focus geometry
using Cu K radiation λ = 0.1524 nm.
α
Experimental conditions: sequence scan mode;
measuring axis: 2 θ / θ ; voltage: 40 kV; current: 20
mA; start angle: 10 o ; stop angle: 80 o ; sampling
angle: 0.021 o ; scan rate of goniometer: 2 o / min;
divergent slit width: 1 o ; receiving slit width: 1 o ;

Two-dimensional (2D) correlation spectroscopy is
a mathematical tool whereby a cross-correlation
analysis is applied to sinusoidally varying dynamic IR signals to construct a set of 2D IR correla6
tion spectra. ,7 Generalized 2D correlation spectroscopy, which is an extension of original 2D correlation spectroscopy, allows one to apply a variety of perturbations to generate 2D correlation
spectra of the analyzed system. 8 However, the 2D
correlation spectroscopy relies on the resolution
of the original spectra.
By spreading peaks along the second dimension,
2D correlation spectroscopy sort out complex or
overlapped spectral feature and enhances spectral resolution. 9 2D FTIR correlation intensities
were calculated using a MATLAB programme
using the generalized 2D correlation method
developed by Noda. 8 For all calculations, the first
spectrum was used as reference spectrum. In 2D
correlation analysis, two kinds of correlation
maps (synchronous and asynchronous) are generated from a set of dynamic spectra obtained
from the modulation experiment. 8 Synchronous
2D-correlation spectra represent the simultaneous
or coincidental changes of spectral intensities
measured at the wavenumbers ν and ν .
1
2
Correlation peaks appearing at the diagonal position ( ν = ν ) correspond to the linear evolution of
1
2
a given species along the induced perturbation,
i.e. auto-peaks. On the other hand, correlation
peaks appearing out of the diagonal position ( ν ≠
1
ν 2 ) correspond to simultaneous changes of spectral signals at two different wavenumbers, which
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In the cross section, the thick-walled vessels
appear ordered in the non-degraded sample
(Figure 3A) while in degraded wood there are
regions where they are disordered, destroyed and
of increased dimensions (Figures 3B and 3C).

A

B

C

Figure 1. Visual observation of the advancing decay of lime
wood

may be positively or negatively correlated with
each other. An asynchronous correlation peak
develops only if the intensities of the two dynamic
spectral intensities vary out of phase (delayed or
accelerated).

The SEM micrographs were taken at a different
magnification (x250, x1000) in longitudinal direction of the stem. Structural differences can be
observed according to the age of sample. Lime
wood, similar to other softwoods, is composed of
overlapping vessels, connected by bordered pit
apertures, and parenchyma cells (Figure 5A). The
non-degraded wood fibrils are smooth and uniform. In the lime wood sample aged 100 years,
defibrilation is evident and the vessels become
disconnected, and after an even longer period,
some fibrils/vessels are broken (Figure 4C). Even
the inner structure of some fibrils/vessels is
destroyed (Figure 5C).

3.2 Examination using microscopy

The diameter of morphological entities decreases
from ~50 µm for non-degraded wood to 42 ± 4 µm
and 36 ± 4 µm for samples B and C, respectively.
The images indicate a progressive erosion of the
cell wall. According to the literature this occurs
when components are degraded simultaneously
or a diffuse attack on lignin may occur by a
microorganism that preferentially removes
lignin. 1,3,10,11 Cell wall carbohydrates are degraded extensively during the decay, leaving a modified, lignin-rich substrate, which degrades at a
different rate, possibly under the influence of different microorganisms.

At the microscopic level (Figures 2 and 3) the
degradation is evident in that fibrils gradually
become more disrupted.

The percentage of main elements present in wood
samples determined by SEM/EDX analysis is
given in Table 2. The changes in the composition

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Visual observation
The visual consequences of advancing degradation of lime wood are shown in Figure 1. The
state after 270 years appears structurally very
weak. In the case of lime wood approx. 100 years
old, the xylophagous attack is not as advanced
and its structure is more compact.

A

B

C

Figure 2. Images of lime wood samples in longitudinal direction at a magnification of x360.

A

B

C

Figure 3. Images of lime wood samples in cross section at a magnification of x360.
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A

B

C

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of lime wood samples at a magnification of x250.

A

B

C

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of lime wood samples at a magnification of x1000.
Sample O (%) Na (%) Si (%) P (%) Mo (%) Cl (%) K (%) Ca (%)
A

89.4

3.84

0.40

1.05

0.50

1.52

1.22

2.12

B

87.1

6.76

0.65

0.10

0.60

1.60

1.12

2.04

C

88.7

-

0.50

-

-

0.60

0.40

6.02

Table 2. Principal elemental composition of lime wood samples.

are small and should not influence interpretation
of XRD spectra.
3.3 Examinations using WAXS
Figure 6 shows the X-ray diffractograms of the
lime wood samples. The WAXS peaks at 2 θ = 15 o
o
and 16.5 merged into a broad band, which is
consistent with the literature. 12,13 The most
prominent peak was 2 θ = 22.4 o and it was used in
our evaluations. This peak is assigned to (200)
plane, which is not parallel to any face. The X-ray
diffraction pattern of wood is mainly that of cellulose.
In order to examine the intensities of diffraction
bands and to establish the crystalline and the
amorphous areas more exactly, the diffractograms
were deconvoluted using Gaussian and mixed

A

B

Gaussian-Lorenzian profiles (Figure 6). The positions of peaks of the cellulose crystalline form I, 14
were found not to be significantly different in
undegraded and degraded lime wood samples.
After the deconvolution, five bands can be
observed, namely: (2 θ ) reflection at 15 o assigned
to the (101) crystallographic plane, the 16.5 o (2 θ )
reflection, assigned to the (10Î) crystallographic
plane, the 18.9 o (2 θ ) reflection, assigned to amorphous phases, the 20.4 o (2 θ ) reflection, assigned
to the (012) crystallographic plane, and the 22.4 o
(2 θ ) reflection, assigned to the (002) or (200)
crystallographic plane of cellulose I. 2,13,15-20
o

The peak at 2 θ = 22.4 decreases with degradation while the peak at 2 θ = 20.4 o , has a tendency
to increase, and similar behaviour is evident for
the peak for the (101) plane 2 θ = 15.03 o . The
peaks at 2 θ = 15.03 o and 16.5 o become better
separated with sample age. Crucial for the analysis of XRD data is the separation of the reflection
(002) from the amorphous background and the
reflections (012), (101) and (10Î). After deconvolution, several parameters can be calculated and
compared, 16,17,18 e.g. the crystalline index, pro-

C

Figure 6. Deconvoluted diffractograms of lime wood samples.
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Parameter
Cr.I.

,(1)

Cr.I.'

where: Cr.I. is the crystalline index, A
is the
crist
sum of peak areas (101), (10Î), (002) and (012),
and A
is the total area under diffractogram.
total
Vuorinen and Visapä 19 and Segal 23 used intensity
data:

,(2)
where: I
is the maximum intensity of the (002)
002
lattice diffraction, I
is the intensity diffraction of
am
the amorphous band. The apparent crystallite size
was estimated through the use of the Scherrer
equation: 2,16,17-21,24

Sample: A

B

C

0.49

0.46

0.41

0.48

0.42

0.29

3.62

3.67

3.78

X

0.47

0.47

0.49

O.I.

0.66

0.63

0.58

L.O.

22

19

8

Mesomorphism

0.18

0.21

0.29

Cellulose content

0.68

0.60

0.41

L

002

(nm)

Table 3. The calculated values of several parameters estimated from the diffraction pattern for lime wood samples of different age.

,(3)
where K is a constant with the value of 0.94, λ is
the X–ray wavelength (0.1542 nm for Cu K radiα
ation), β is the half-height width of diffraction
peak and θ is the Bragg angle corresponding to
the (002), (101) or (10Î) plane. The surface
chains occupy a layer approximately 0.57 nm
thick, so the proportion of crystallite interior
chains is: 21

,(4)
Figure 7. The fraction of crystalline material versus age of lime

where: L is the apparent crystallite size for the
(002) reflection. The orientation index was estimated using the equation: 17

,(5)
where: I tot is the maximum intensity of the diffraction pattern. Lateral orientation was calculated
according to: 17

,(6)
where I is the intensity of the higher of the two
1
crystalline bands (at 16.5 and 18.9 o ) and I is the
2
band height at 15 o . Mesomorphysm was calculat17
ed according to :

,(7)

wood samples.

In Table 3 the calculated parameters for the studied wood samples are presented.
The uncertainties in crystallinity index determination are 5% (N = 3) and in the intensity ratio 3%.
Almost all estimated values decrease with the
sample age, while the apparent crystallite size,
fraction of crystallite interior chains, and mesomorphism increase. An increase in structural disorder and degradation of the cellulose and hemicelluloses due to microbiological attack may
explain the decrease of crystallinity with age.
Lignin degrades at a slower rate, because of its
aromatic structure and hence resistance to degradation. The linear decrease of the crystalline
index of lime wood samples with increasing age
is evident from Figure 7.
3.4 IR spectroscopic analyses

The mass fraction of cellulose in wood may be
estimated using the crystallinities of wood and
cellulose:

,(8)
where: Cr.I.

24

cell

= 70 %. 14

FT-IR spectroscopy if often used to characterize
2
wood ,21 and to determine lignin content in pulp,
paper and wood. It has also been used for determination of chemical changes in wood during
22
weathering, fungal decay, and chemical treat23
ments, and its use was recently reviewed by
Moore and Owen. 24 Two information-rich regions
of the FT-IR spectra of the studied lime wood
samples are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9. Second derivative FT-IR spectra of the lime wood
samples.

becomes more prominent with increased age.
This band is assigned to absorbed water; probably due to an increasingly oxidised surface, the
absorption capacity of degraded wood also
increases.

A

From the FT-IR spectra, similarly as from diffractograms, one can conclude that the relative lignin
content increases, as it is more resistant to
degradation under environmental conditions.
Simultaneously, the band at 1377 cm -1 assigned
to C-H bending in cellulose and hemicelluloses
decreases with time.
Other bands which exhibit visible variations are at
1057 cm -1 and 1030 cm -1 , assigned to C-O
stretching in C(3)-O(3)H bonds in cellulose and
hemicelluloses. The disappearance of these
bands is evident in aged lime wood of approx.
100 years. Also, the bands at 793 cm -1 and 754
cm -1 assigned to the cellulose ring vibrations
become smaller with increased age.

B
Figure 8. FT-IR spectra of lime wood samples under study: (a)
3820 - 2700 cm-1 region; (b) 1900 - 770 cm-1 region.

In Figure 8 the most representative bands,
according to the literature, 7,8,23,26-35 are pointed
out - B0: the asymmetric methoxyl C-H stretching;
B1: absorbed water; B2: bands assigned to different lignin groups; B3: bands common to lignin
and cellulose; B4: bands assigned to cellulose.
Lignin exhibits significant absorbance also in the
regions, which are usually used for cellulose
crystallinity determination (particularly at 1426
cm -1 and 2855 cm -1 ) so that lignin may interfere
with cellulose crystallinity determination.

For estimation of cellulose crystallinity on the
basis of IR data, researchers use different
absorption bands. The relative crystallinity index
is usually defined as the ratio between intensities
or integral absorptions of the following bands:
1100 to 690 cm -1 ; 36 also 1377 to 668 cm -1
(Cr.I.); 37 then 1426 to 895 cm -1 as the lateral
order index (L.O.I.); and 1377 to 2921 cm -1 as the
total crystallinity index (T.C.I.). 11,23,38

Generally, the secondary derivative of IR spectra
can enhance the apparent resolution and amplify
small differences. The second derivative spectra
of the three lime wood samples are shown in
Figure 9.

Several crystallinity indices were calculated: in
Figure 10, the crystallinity index, lateral order
index and total crystallinity index are plotted
against the age of samples. The average error
was evaluated to be 5%. As evident from the
data, the Cr.I. evaluated from the ratio of
absorbances 1377 to 2920 cm -1 and 1377 to 668
cm -1 decrease with sample age, which correlates
with XRD results.

From the derivative FT-IR spectra of the samples
several differences can be observed. The band at
1661 cm -1 decreases with increasing sample age
while the band at 1634 cm -1 , which in the nondegraded sample appears like a shoulder,

The intensities of several IR absorption bands
characteristic for cellulose were also compared to
the intensity of the 1505 cm -1 band that is sometimes used as an internal standard assigned to
benzene ring stretching of lignin, as it is more
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so the change at ν 2 may occur prior to that of ν 1 .
If the ν , ν in synchronous spectra are negative,
1
2
the rules are reversed. In the correlation spectra,
the FT-IR spectrum of the non-degraded lime
wood was considered as the reference.
In Figure 11 we show synchronous (a) and asynchronous (b) correlation spectra of lime wood
samples in the 3700–2700 cm -1 region depending
on the age of samples. In synchronous correlation spectra, two auto-peaks at 3415 cm -1 and
2920 cm -1 were found (Figure 11a). The first
auto-peak indicates a significant variation with
the sample age. A positive cross peak is
observed at 3415 vs. 2920 cm -1 . Three negative
cross peaks at 3415 vs. 3060 cm -1 , 3060 vs. 2920
cm -1 , and 3060 vs. 2860 cm -1 are observed,
meaning that the intensities of these bands vary
in the opposite directions (one increases while
the other one decreases).

A

B
Figure 10. The relative crystallinity index calculated from different intensities ratios (a) and different integral absorbance
ratios (b).

resistant to degradation and probably degrades at
a lower rate (Table 4). The observed differences
again indicate that carbohydrates degrade first,
while after longer periods of degradation, lignin is
also decomposed, possibly by a different microorganism.
3.5 2D correlation spectroscopy
By inspection of the synchronous and asynchronous spectra of the three samples, the sequence
of variation could be estimated. The rules are as
follows: if the cross peaks in synchronous spectrum ( ν , ν ) is positive (assuming that ν > ν ),
1
2
1
2
and the cross peak at the same position in asynchronous spectrum is also positive, then the
change at ν may occur prior to that of ν . If the
1
2
cross peak in asynchronous spectrum is negative,
Sample

/ 1505 // 1738

/ 1505 // 1375

/ 1505 // 1158

Height Area

Height Area

Height Area

A

0.30

0.13

0.89

1.40

0.92

0.92

B

0.46

0.25

1.32

2.41

1.01

1.12

C

0.34

0.17

1.11

1.98

0.94

1.00

Table 4. Lignin/carbohydrate ratio calculated from FT-IR spectra.
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The asynchronous correlation spectra possess
excellent deconvolution ability. In the spectral
range 3700 cm -1 - 2700 cm -1 one can observe
several cross peaks. The existence of three asynchronous cross-peaks 3623 cm -1 vs. 3430 cm -1 ;
3430 cm -1 vs. 3353 cm -1 ; and 3145 cm -1 vs.
3430 cm -1 indicates that the wide water vibration
band in the spectral region 3000–3700 cm -1 is
split into 4 separate bands located at around
3623, 3430, 3353 and 3145 cm -1 , which overlap
in the 1D IR spectra. The two components at
3350 cm -1 and 3430 cm -1 are believed to correspond to the absorbance from the strongly hydrogen-bonded and less strongly hydrogen-bonded
hydroxyl groups existing in liquid water, respectively. The 3623 cm -1 band could be due to a
small population of weakly bonded water.
The sign of asynchronous correlation peak at ν =
1
ν 2 gives information about the sequential order of
intensity changes between band ν and band ν .
1
2
According to Noda, if ν > ν , and the sign of the
1
2
asynchronous band at ν = ν is positive (solid
1
2
line), band ν will vary prior to band ν , while the
1
2
negative asynchronous band (dashed line)
implies opposite phenomena.
According to this rule, the positive asynchronous
bands at 3623 cm -1 vs. 3430 cm -1 in the left
upper triangle reveal that the change of population of the high wavenumber feature (3623 cm -1 ) occurs earlier
/ 1505 // 895
than the change of the population
of the strongly hydrogen bonded
Height Area
OH-species (3430 cm -1 ).; while
1.88
3.58
the negative 3430 cm -1 vs. 3353
cm -1 and 3145 cm -1 vs. 3430 cm 1
2.34
4.93
bands suggests that the 3430
cm -1 and 3353 cm -1 bands vary
1.49
2.87
prior to 3430 cm -1 and 3145 cm -1
bands.
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A

A

B

B

Figure 11. 2D correlation spectra, synchronous (a) and asyn-

Figure 12. 2D correlation spectra, synchronous (a) and asyn-

chronous (b) in the 3700-2700 cm-1 region of the lime wood

chronous (b) in the 1800-800 cm-1 region of the lime wood

samples. The variable is aging time. The FT-IR spectra of the

samples. The variable is aging time. The FT-IR spectra of the

samples of 100 and 300 year were reported to that of unde-

samples of 100 and 300 year were reported to that of unde-

graded sample. Solid line: positive values, dashed line: nega-

graded sample. Solid line: positive values, dashed line: nega-

tive values.

tive values.

In Figure 12 we present the synchronous and
asynchronous 2D correlation spectra in the 1800800 cm -1 region. In the synchronous spectra
(Figure 12a) seven auto-peaks can be observed.
The corresponding cross-peaks (off-diagonal
peaks) are observed for all auto-peaks. Eighteen
positive cross peaks are evident which vary
simultaneously in the same direction. Nine negative cross peaks can also be noted.

the degraded wood 270 years old. Such evaluation allows us to investigate oxidative modifications in wood components during degradation in
natural conditions, which are hardly evident in the
1D FT-IR spectra.

In the correlation spectra it evident that the 1658
cm -1 band assigned to C=O stretching in conjugated p-substituted aryl ketones and/or absorbed
water, is significant in the spectrum of sample B,
and its intensity is higher also in the spectrum of

We have shown that the 1658 cm -1 band is very
intense for all samples, yet decreasing in the
sample order: B > C > A. Its changes are
observed more easily than those of the band at
1465 cm -1 corresponding to O-H in-plane bending
vibration in cellulose I, or C-H bending in lignin;
or those of the band at 1426 cm -1 assigned to
aromatic skeletal stretching and C-H in-plane
bending in lignin and carbohydrates, or CH sym2
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metric scissoring in cellulose I; or those of the
1030 cm -1 band of C-O stretching mainly from
C(3)-OH in cellulose I and hemicellulose which
otherwise exhibit only a small variation (in the
sample order B > A > C). The changes in these
bands appear sooner than those of the bands at
1377 cm -1 corresponding to CH bending in cellulose and hemicellulose, at 1240 cm -1 of OH inplane bending, C-C , C-O , C=O stretch in lignin
and xylan; or at 1057 cm -1 assigned to C-O
stretching mainly from C(3)-OH in cellulose I and
hemicelluloses (in the sample order A > B > C).
As mentioned in the introduction, different kinds
of fungi, bacteria and other microorganisms
selectively degrade the wood components as carbohydrates, hemicellulose and lignin resulting in
defibrillation and destruction of fibrils, specific
structural changes of wood components, modification in crystallinity of cellulose, etc. These can
be explained by several simultaneous and consecutive processes during lime wood degradation
including oxidation, photo-oxidation, and
biodegradation. This may lead to selective
removal of a component such as cellulose and
hemicelluloses, which results in increase of the
relative content lignin and its degradation products. This was also demonstrated in this work for
lime wood.
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